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Studies of mountain belts worldwide have shown that the structural, mechanical, and kinematic
evolution of their foreland fold-and-thrust belts are strongly influenced by the structure of the
continental margins that are involved in the deformation. The area on and around the island of
Taiwan provides an unparalleled opportunity to investigate this because the entire profile of the
SE margin of the Eurasian plate, from the shelf in the north to the slope and continent-ocean
transition in the south and the offshore, is currently involved in a collision with the Luzon arc on
the Philippine Sea plate. Taiwan can, then, provide key insights into how such features as rift
basins on the shelf, the extensional faults that form the shelf-slope break in the basement, or the
structure of the extended crust and morphology of the sedimentary carapace of the slope can be
directly reflected in the structural architecture, the location and pattern of seismicity, topography,
and the contemporaneous stress and strain fields of a fold-and-thrust belt. For example, eastnortheast striking faults that have been mapped on the necking zone of the Eurasian margin can
be traced into the island of Taiwan where they are causing important along-strike changes in
various aspects of the structural, mechanical, kinematic, and morphological behavior of the foldand-thrust belt. In particular, across the upper part of the necking zone there is an abrupt northsouth change in structure, an increase in the amount of seismicity, an increase in topography, a
rotation of the direction of maximum compressive horizontal stress, of the GPS displacement
vectors, the compressional strain rate, and the maximum shear strain rate. These changes are
interpreted to be caused by east-northeast striking, dextral strike-slip faulting in the basement
that is taking place as a result of the reactivation of pre-existing faults along the upper part of the
necking zone. The abrupt southeastward increase in topography across the upper part of the
necking zone is the surface expression of the basal thrust of the fold-and-thrust belt ramping
down into the basement, with maximum elevations reached in the basement-involved thrust
sheets, suggesting a causal link between basement involvement in the thrusting and high
topography. On the shelf, the roughly northeast-oriented Hsuehshan Trough is inverting along
almost north-south striking basin bounding faults that penetrate into the middle crust and have
well-clustered, deep seismicity. There are no substantial differences in the contemporaneous
stress and strain field. There is, however, a clear relationship between basement involvement in
the thrusting and the development of high topography in the Hsuehshan Range. Only the upper

part of the slope is involved in the fold-and-thrust belt in southernmost Taiwan. In this area, there
is a reduction of the amount of seismicity and lower topography. The largest part of the
corresponding thrust wedge developed in the lower slope is offshore. This work is funded by the
Spanish Ministerio de Ciencia, Innovación y Universidades grant PGC2018-094227-B-I00.
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